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Community Roles Theatre of the Deaf Will Be
Questi·onedinlnd A.M.D.D.JohnBard Lecture
E.P.C.Symposium

1

Senate Starts ·

Campaign For
Facuity Salaries

Peltz, Joris Survey Game
HONORS LIST, FALL 1967
Patricia Beringer, Peter Boffey,
Robert Boyce, Chester Brezniak,
Brigid Brine, Sherwood- Daniels, Howard Dratch, Guy Farrell, Mark· Favus; Kar en Grippen, Elizabeth Haines, Peter
Hammer, James Hutchinson,
Robert Judd, Ellen Kalman,
Stephen Kushner, Donald Lee,
Susan Lee, Phuong Le Thi, Philip Likes, · Elaine Marcotte, Robin Matteson, Robert Morgen,
Constance Morris, William Nieman, Dwight Paine, Eric Perlberg, Louise Pugh, Richard
Ransohoff, Mark Rosenstein,
Gale Sasson, Katherine Stokeley, Terrence Tankersley, Rebecca Warrick and Gladys
Wheeler.

On Thursday evening the
Bard Educational Policies Committee will present the second
of its series of public symposia
entitled "Students, Faculty and
Administration: A New Perspective for Bard." Taking place
in Albee Social at 6:45 p.m., the
open symposium will discuss the
various roles assigned to different segments of the college
community and possible alternatives to these roles. The basis
for the discussion will be
"Structure and Climate," a papper prepared by Dean Harold
Hodgkinson for the Union for
Research and Experimentation
in Higher Education, of which
Bard is a member.
The speakers for Thursday's
symposium will be Dean Hodgkinson, who will present the paper, Professors Richard Clarke
and Mary Lee Settle and John
Walsh, a student, all of whom
will offer short critiques of the
paper. This will be followed by
an open discussion, in which
questions and comments from
the audience will be entertained.
·
·
"We hope to make this a constructive community forum,"
said Bruce Lieberman, chairman
of EPC, "in which students,
faculty and members of the administration will be able to discuss together both their roles
in the Bard community and possible ways of altering those
roles for the benefit of the entire college. Everyone is urged
to attend and participate."

by Allen Carpenter
The John Bard Lecture for
the A.M.D.D. Division will take
an unusual form this year. Instead of a speaker, an entire
acting troupe will be presented
in an evening of four plays. The
group is the National Theatre
of the Deaf.
The National Theatre of the
Deaf is a project that grew out
of a Federal grant of $331,000
received last February by
George White, president of the
Eugene O'Neill Memorial Theatre Foundation. The troupe was
formed this summer at Waterford, Conn. and after intensive
training under the supervision
of scenic designer David Hays,
the fourteen actors are now on
a limited tour during September
and October with a more extensive nationwide tour planned
for next spring.
The main · objective of the
theatre is to present a professional company of this country's
virtuoso deaf performers, who
have perfected their new stage
techniques with advances in visual art, movement, and mime,
sophisticated visual languages,
music and lighting. Narrated for
hearing audiences and augmented audibly and visually by
specifically designed musical
instruments, the presentation of
the National Theatre of the
Deaf presents us with a new
theatrical innovation.
Four Famous Directors
The four short plays that will
be presented are directed by
four renowned directors. Yoshio
Aoyama, the distinguished Ja-

Poling & Cohen Are
New to Bard Faculty
Sheldon Cohen
by Doug Kabat
With the addition of Dr. Sheldon M. Cohen, the Bard Psychology Dept. once again has
four full time professors. Dr.
Cohen comes to us from a position at Seton Hall University;
he received his Ph.D. in psychology from Yeshiva University.
Dr. Cohen finds so far that
Bard students are exciting to
work with. He believes that a
variety of approaches to teaching and learning ought to coexist. For example, some professors may be test-grade oriented, others might minimize (or
reduce to zero) the importance
of these procedures. One type
of student might do well with
one type of professor and poorly with another,
Dr. Cohen would like to see
what he calls an "Institute of
Creatherapy" developed at Bard.
This might attract students
from a variety of fields who
feel that they could be more
inventive and creative with psychological help. Creatnerapy
would involve something more
t]lan what could ordinarily be
cailed psychotherapy, in that the
creatherapeutic r e 1 a ti o n ship
(continued on page three)
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by Peter Minichiello
Senate last night voted $200
as operating expenses in their
campaign for endowment of faculty salaries. It was also decided that the election Thursday to fill the Senate seat vacated by Mark ·F avus and an open
seat on E.P.C. will also include
a ballot on the community constitution.
The Senate members present
at the 55 minute meeting were
Mark Winters, Alvin Rosenbaum,
Bruce Lieberman and Bill Sherman. They also voted to arrange
for a meeting · of Senate with
President Kline to discuss the
food situation. This was Lieberman's motion.
The campaign for faculty salaries involves the sending of a
letter drafted by Bob Edmonds.
The letter will be sent under the
auspices of the Student Association and will inform 1000 leaders of business and commerce
about the plans of the Senate
to establish a $100,000 endowment fund for faculty salaries.
The letter will ·request a donation to this fund.
An effort will also be made in
the next few weeks to obtain
from students those names of
people who may be willing to
contribute to this fund. It is
the plan of Senate to issue ·the
letters by November 15.
The Chapel Steering Committee was alotted $50 for the
purpose of providing refreshments at Sunday night discussion groups.
For the election on Thursday, students may vote in Hegeman from 8:30-12:30 and 1:00
until 5:00 p .m.
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Clark V. Poling
by Dana Haussam.en
"B a r d ' s a free - wheeling
place," commented Mr. Poling,
our new Art History Instructor.
"Unlike a few colleges I visited, Bard allowed me to dictate,
more or less, what I want to
teach."
Mr. Poling referred specifically to a seminar on "The Use
and Theory of Color from PostImpressionism into the twentieth century," which he will
teach next semester. "Because
the subject is so vast one of
the main problems will be a
matter of selection." It is a
subject Mr. Poling has given a
great deal of time and thought
to. "I'm interested in how abstract elements in art are expressive."
Contrary to past popular
opinion, Mr. Poling finds the
art history facilities "adequate."
"Of course you have to remember that Bard doesn't have
on Art History Department as
such."
A Ph.D. candidate at Columbia, Bard is Mr. Poling's first
teaching position. · He is teaching two courses, one on "The
Italian Renaissance," and the
other on " Impressionism-Post(continued on page threel

At the game with Kings, Bard lost 5-2. In the Oct. 7 game
' with Sacred Heart, victory 2-0. Oneonta at Bard, Sat., 4:00.

Pets Again A Problem
by David Mydans
The question of pets at Bard
is one which has long been on
the minds of students at the
college. The problem, discussed
in an emotional and sometimes
irrational manner, repeatedly
creates a small furor, usually
as the result of a definitive
Building and Grounds statement
which is rarely if ever acted
upon. These semi-annual B &
G statements threatening to
"permanently and humanly dispose" of all pets are invariably
met by an outburst of idealistic
indignation which
generally
talks itself out after two weeks;
repeating the same moral arguments ·until the indignation
disappears amid repetition and

reiteration.
Why the issue has come to a
head this semester is difficult
to discern. Ask twenty people
and you get twenty different
answers. The only unifying concept in all these answers is simply the high prevalence of pets
on campus this fall. But, at any
rate, regardless of the cause,
students have chosen what may
be a very opportune occasion to
take Dick Griffiths seriously, to
drop the pat phrases and moral
platitudes of past semesters,
and fo confront the problem in
a practical vein. The perennial
arguments of yesterday can s.t ill
be heard: that B & G has no
moral right to confiscate per<Continued on Page Four>

panese director who was first
brought to this country by the
Metropolitan Opera to direct its
National Company's "Madame
Butterfly" and who is currently
heading his own troupe of Odoro Dancers on a coast-to-coast
tour, is directing a Kabuki play
for these deaf actors, entitled
"The Tale of Kasane." M.r. Aoyama has also directed productions of operas and movies in
Europe and Japan.
John Hirsch, who will direct
"St. Joan" this season for the
Repertory Theatre of Lincoln
Center, and who has made a
name as the artistic director of
the Stratford Shakespearean
Festival in Canada, directs a
piece entitled "Tyger! Tyger!
And Other Burniings." Mr.
Hirsch may also be remembered
as the director of Brecht's "Gallieo" presented last season at
the Repertory The3:tre.
Gene Lasko, who first became
interested in the project when
(continued on page three)
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The Bard Anti-War Committee was formed last semester.
Two weeks ago they changed
their title to the New Action
Committee. This new title is
a part of the group's resire to
"branch out and cover many
mor esocial problems," according to Ilene Hearn, a member
of the Committee.
This semester there are approximately twenty-five people
involved in the Committee's activities. Those activities are
mainly the protest against the
war to be held later this month
and the plans of the group to
work in Tivoli with migrant
workers.
According to Miss Hearn,
"there's a wide range of political feelings and interests in
the New Action Committee.
Some are planning to apply for
C.O.'s, others would resist the
entire system of the draft." An
anti-war play, "The Revolutionary Affair" is in rehearsal and
the draft-counseling library will
soon be set up.
The October Dem.o nstration
The slogan for the October 21
Washington demonstration is
" Confront, the Warmakers" and
there are ·p lans for demonstrators to sit on the steps of the
Pentagon. At the next meeting
of the New Action Committee,
the political and legal consequences of that act will be discussed.
Tivoli's Workers
The plans of the Committee
for Tivoli involve both the
children of the migrant workers and the workers themselves. The Office of Economic Opportunity has set up a nursery
school in Tivoli but the problem the New Action Committee
wishes to confront is primarily
one of attendance.
The Action Committee ~lso
plans to go out into the fields
and speak to the migrant workers.
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THINKING BIG
The Senate's decision to enlist the assistance
of civic and business leaders to establish an
endowment fund for faculty salaries is a decision and action we support.
What is perhaps most commendable about
the Senate's plan is that it is a student-initiated
campaign into an area where students do not
usually venture. The text of the letter and the
name of the Student Association which it will
bear will most certainly have an appeal that the
standard fund-raising leter cannot have.
We -make the following suggestions:
·1. While the $100,000 is the immediate goal,
it cannot be a final goal. Applied toward faculty salaries, the money could do only a limited
amount of good; and applied toward just about
any facet of Bard's total operation, the sum is
insignificant.
2. About endowments: as President Kline
pointed out at last night's Senate meeting, endowment by definition means that the capital
is not touched. It is the interest and returns on
the initial donations that provide the money
to be actually used. The endowment, therefore,
must be much greater than $100,000.
We therefore hope that Senate will not earmark this money specifically for an endowment
fund, thereby limiting and minimizing future
poten tiali ties.
3. One of these future possibilities could be
the hiring of a professional fund-raiser, whose
job it would be to recruit funds for the College on a full-time basis. By the employment
of such a professional fund-raiser, the sum of
100,000 can be turned into as much as one
million. In most colleges seeking substantial
funding, this is the operating procedure.
The Senate is on its way to achieving something of lasting worth. It will be lasting, however, only if the goals and design of the project are always broad.

I
V£1mOC6
l~lE"

Ed. Note: Mr. Batteau was the members opposed what many
author of last week's article graduating students found to be
"The Decline of Education at their "most valuable educational
Bard." We regret that his by- experience at Bard."
line was dropped from that
Last May, the faculty voted
story.
to terminate the Common
Course. The Dean characterised
by Allen Batteau
In the classical sense, educa- this event as "the end of gention is that which enables the eral education at Bard." Their
individual to make sense of the action came in the form of first,
widest possible range of exper- not actively seeking a replaceience. Academic education is ment for Professor Bluecher
the equiping of the individual who retired at that time, and
with a variety _of modes of un- second, rejecting a proposal for
derstanding, whether they be an alternative to the Common
scientific, philosophical, histor- Course originating in the Educational Policies Committee and
ical, or artistic.
Bard exists for the purposes endorsed by Professor ,Bluechof academic education and er.
It was generally agreed that
training. It offers excellent instruction in a wide variety of the Common Course needed a
fields. But for this multifaceted basic restructuring, in order to
training to constitute education, restore its past effectiveness.
there must be some form of in- The E.P.C. proposal, for -whattegration imposed on the var- ever it defects, would have nevertheless provided a continuious disciplines.
ing framework for this reconThe Common Course
Six years ago this was sup- structing. But now that the
plied by Professor Bluecher's Common Course is gone, many
Common Course, a year-length think that it will never come
course integrating a wide var- back.
This is not to say that the
iety of disciplines. Many graduating students, when asked concept of a liberal education
what their most valuable edu- course at Bard is dead. There
cational experience at Bard was, are several very attractive proreplied the Common Course. To- posals in the faculty that would
gether with the Senior Sympo- implement such a course. Prosium, it was considered the posals include such things as
most unique -f eature of the Bard a progression of courses in
depth covering integrative diseducational program.
With the institution of the ciplines such as philosophy or
Six-Point Program, the Com- anthropology, or a six-point
mon Course was shortened to program that would relate its
a semester's course. There were various branches. There exists a
two purposes to the Six-Point faculty committee that will at
Program: First, to cope with some time begin considering
the increased size of the stu- these and other proposals. Nodent body (although this was body is speculating as to the
never widely advertised); and result.
In view of the statement of
secondly, to insure a more general academic background for several faculty members that
students, and by implication, the idea of the Common Course
a more general education. It is or its objectives were never too
not difficult to prove that such popular in the faculty. I find
diverse training by itself can- it doubtful that such proposnot for the average student ever als, whatever their worth, will
comprise education, especially easily succeed. Many of the fawith courses of the quality of culty see their only duty as the
those in the original Six-Point , training of young academicians
for graduate school. The stateProgram.
There had always been, ac- ment of one professor, "What
cording to several professors, do my kids need all those litconsiderable opposition to the erature courses for?" is typical.
Common Course in the faculty, The faculty has increased exusually taking the form of op- tra-divisional requirements for
position to the number of in- students, but it has done nostructors necessary to staff the thing to enable the student to
course. When the course was find any relationship between
shortened under the pressure of these courses. By any conventhose who opposed it, they add- tional definition of education
ed the criticism that it covered (which distinguishes it from
its subjects too cursorily. The disciplinary training), these few
final, and perhaps most basic faculty members have charactercriticism, was of what is was ised themselves as being opposaccomplishing. In other words, ed to education within the cona significant number of faculty text of Bard.
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conversation s
with myself
William Sherman
I've been reading advance notice population
gures. In the year two thousand, if we are all 1
dead, there will be thirty trillion people in 1
world. Four and two-sevenths trillion people J
continent. Australia will suffer, Asia has not far
go. Yellowstone National Park will be converted
Yellowstone National Cemetery, while Woodla
will be considered a country church grave ya
Schools will be five blocks long and the Cent
Park Reservoir will become the Central Park Co
munity ·Baths. Certain doctors were worried abt
the hepatitis and VD rates in Haight-Ashbury t
year, boy just you wait until 2000. Then you'll :
some stuff.
Even More Consequences
city-run hospitals are understafl
think
If you
and underequipped now, thirty-three years fr,
now they'll be talking about the good old days wt
you didn't have to triple up and sleep in shi:
Euthanasia will not only be made legal, it will :
come a common practice. Suicide will be enco·
aged, religious leaders, if there are any left, v
give their dioceses the go ahead. Genocide, 01
outlawed will be encouraged. Good Presidents v
wage war, bad Presidents will not. There will be
inflation, however, because of scarcity. Your ~
will complain that even though you are a mu
millionaire you still must share a bar of soap, B
the same bath-water.
You think the subways are crowded now budbah, you've been walking in an open meadow co
pared to what it's going to be like. The purchase
birth control pills will occur at the corner throu
a vending machine. Coke will cost less than wa
in most good restaurants. The Empire State Buildi
will be converted into a City College Dorm. Thi
will be tiers of sidewalks in the cities, i.e. the cit
on earth, for we will have to colonize.
Outer space will be something like Nevada is
day, only it will be a much more expensive place
live. There will be a land boom on distant asteroi
Venus and Mercury will be the Miami Beaches
tomorrow. Lecture halls will be made from foott
stadiums, and twenty lane highways will be comm
There must be an equitable solution, or was s~
correct when he solved the Irish population pr•
lem? Will children be left on the sides of mounta
or shall they be afforded the misery of life? Lon•
ness will be struck from the dictionary. Togethern
will become a curse. One room apartments will
considered a luxury; country houses a pleasure
served only for the most important statesmen.
No .. Solution
There is no solution. Our children will grow
like robots. What can we do? Can we limit the "p
duction" of children, can we start rationing food B
water now to assimilate ourselves slowly into 1
conditions of the future? This is to be our doomsd
the day when the first man gets pushed off 1
earth by a gigantic crowd, and then others will f
low, as if someone had yelled ." fire" in a motheatre. If I were you I would start postdating :
Christmas cards. Do not postdate your fun; tht
will be none when we reach middle age.
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Theatre Of
I
The Dea f
(Continued from Page One)

to either sign language or
mime, but takes traditional
spoken drama and uses the resources of face: hands, and body to commumcate even more
than the words of the drama
that are spoken by the narartors.

he directed "The Miracle W orker" on television, and worked
with the Broadway play and
Sheldon M. Cohen
the film, directs a new play by
William Saroyan, written es(Continued from Page One)
pecially for The National Theatre of the Deaf, "The Man With would focus upon bringing creaHis Heart In The Highlands." tivity and inventiveness in a
Mr. Lasko wrote the entire prospecific area of interest to fulgram and directed segments of
ler fruition.
the NBC Special "Theatre of
the Deaf" which was aired last
spring.
The fourth director, Joe Layton, who was recently signed Impressionism." "How do I like
to direct "George M" on Broad- teaching? Come back next seway, does an adaptation of an mester and I'll tell you."
Mr. Poling has been curator
Italian comedy "Gianni Schicci." A very busy director-char- of the Photograph Collection of
eographer, Mr. Layton has work- Columbia University's Departed such Broadway shows as ment of Art History and Archae"Sherry," "Thoroughly Modern ology. He held a Kress FoundaMillie," "South Pacific," and I tion Fellowship for 1964-65
Mr. Poling received an A.B
"Oklahoma."
The National Theatre of the from Yale and an M.A. from
Deaf troupe does not limit itself Columbia.

Clark V. Poling

HADE SHOP
(The ultimate in youth exhuberan.ce
and gaiety)

Sportswear
19 No. Broadway
Red Hook, N.Y.
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Tues. thru J<~ri., 1-6
Saturday 10-6

Bard College Calendar
TIME

PLACE

ACTIVITY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10

Albee
House Presidents Committee
Theater
Theater-"Summer and Smoke," last performance
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11
Home
Soccer game with Oneonta State J. V.
Red Balloon
Literature Club holds an Open Reading Workshop
Art Club presents Phil Gaston, artist. Topic: discusProcter
sion of his work (with slides).
12
OCTOBER
THURSDAY,
Educational Policies Committee SYMPOSIUM with
Dean Hodgkinson, Richard Clarke, John Walsh,
Albee Social
and Mary Lee Settle
Red Balloon
Albee
New Action Committee
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13
Kol Nidre Eve
Movies: Bugs Bunny Cartoon-"All This and Rabbits Stew"; "The Bank Dick" with W. C. Fields plus
Sottery
Carol Reed's "Odd Man Out" starring James Mason
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14
Yom Kippur
Home
Soccer game with Dutchess Community College
Red Balloon
Gospel Concert sponsored by Entertainment CommitGym
tee
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
Chapel
The COLLEGE SERVICE
Red Balloon
Sottery
Movies
MONDAY, OCTOBER 16
Gym
The National Theatre of the Deaf presents four plays
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17
Albee
House Presidents Committee
Bard Hall
Music Club presents Sidney Moore, pianist
Red Balloon
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18
Home
Soccer game with New Paltz State J. V.
Anti-War Play-"A Living Newspaper, The RevoluRed Balloon
tionary Affair" by Howard Koch

6:30p.m.
8:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
8:00p.m.
8:30p.m.

6:45 p.m.
8:30-12:00 p.m.
8:45p.m.

8:00p.m.

1:30 p.m.
12.:30-5:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00-4:30 p.m.
8:00p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:30p.m.
8:30-12:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.

PARENTS WEEKEND: OCTOBER 20-21
Dean's Office
Field Period Files
Ooen Mon.- Fri. 9:00- 5:00 ·
Wed. Evening 6:30- 8:30

petuate the kind of misundervive.
that has made this
standing
arhis
in
implies
Mr. Murray
ticle that black people never country a living hell for so
To The Editor:
knew they were black until Con- many for · so long.
Charles Johnson
gress began passing laws that
is
When a Negro Bardian
Oct. 8, 1967
asked about the racial atmos- told them so. He also implies
(Continued on Page Four)
phere at the college he attends, that the right of a state to exSteak Sandtvich Our Sper ialty
the reply is likely to be a de- ist in a lawful and orderly faof a paradise in which shion takes precedent over the
scription
Tel. Rhinebeck TR 6-8189
there is perfect harmony and right of a citizen to live decentBETWEEN RHINEBECK AND RED HOOK mutual understanding between . ly. To top it all off, he implies
ROUTE 9
the races. This picture has prov- that the only good Negro is one
ed to be a distortion, if one can who has purchased assimilation
.:..:..:..:••:..:••!••!••:..:••!••!••!••!••!••!••!++!••!••!++!++!••!••!••!++!••!••!••!••!++!••!••!••!++!++!••!••!••:..:..:..:••:...:.... judge by the content of campus at the price of his own identipublications. An article on "The ty-referred to as the Catholic
"The Store with the
Urban Revolts" in the current Negro. Unbelievable!
Red Awning"
Cliched references to such
issue of "Ecclesia et Collegium"
clearly demonstrates that, in at outmoded stereotypes as "hapOUR PRICES
least some quarters of the stuFine Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
dent population, there is a gross py, clapping Baptists" do noARE LOWER!
misunderstanding of the cur- thing to advance the cause of
TR 6-7150
"IF atch and 1 ewelry Repair"
rent racial situation in this racial understanding; on the
Rhin~beck
contrary, they serve only to per- Rt. 9
country.
Next to A'Brial's Liquor Store
The article "star'ts with mis13 North Broadway information and proceeds to abN. Y. 12571 surdity," one black student has
Hook,
Red
PL 8-8373
commented. Any attempt to re~
•:..:..:••!••:..:..:••!..!••!••!••!••!..!••!••!••:..:..:..:..:·•!••!••:..:..:••!••!••:..:~:..:••!••!••!••!••!++!••!••!++!••!••!++!••! late the situation of Negroes in
this country with that of rebel
priests in the High Middle Ages
~people who had no notion of
what it is to be black, let alone
New Modern Establishment
the experience of being told
PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
they were free and knowing
better-must be the product of
Haircut as you like it
a simple and illogical mind.
I can only agree with a brother of mine who is "sick and
ACROSS FROM RED HOOK BANK
tired of having hankies tell me
about black power."
Closed Monday
Black power is an attempt to
reato
and
reorder priorities
lize that it is more important
to have the American promise
fulfilled-to have decent housing and education as well as a
meaningful job and the self-determination and self-realization
needed to make one feel like a
"The Friendly Drug Store"
man-than to chase white people all over the country trying
to get them to live next door to
PLateau 8-5591
RED HOOK, N.Y.
you. Black Power is the realization of the fact that the American system has been engineer.... FREE DELIVERY ~
ed in such a way as to make
the fulfillment of this promise
practically impossible; that
Prescription Specialists
what is needed is black control
NEXT TO A & P STORE IN RED HOOK
of the political, economic, culCompl~tfl Cosmetic Line
tural and other resources of
black communities; that in a
Same High Quality Service in Rhinebeck
system based on violent oppresFANNY FARMER CANDY
sion, the oppressed must fight
44 E. MARKET ST.
fire w1th fire If they are tQ ~ur,.

SAWDUST TRAIL

Letters

j

STEAI(S and SEA FOODS

Rt. 9

Liquor Store

RED HOOI( JEWELERS

!

Manny's
Red Hook Barber Shop

2 Barbers in attendance

RED HOOK DRU·G STORE

Beekman Cleaners
SAME-DAY SERVICE
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Pets at Bar:d
Make Problems
forStudents,B&G
(Continued from Page One)
sonal property and that B &
G is not a judge, jury, and executioner concerning a life it did
not create and therefore has no
right or obligation to arbitrarily destroy.
As for real information on
the matter, no one seems to
know anything. Dick Griffiths
claims no pets have been confiscated, yet at least one student claims her pets disappeared from a locked .dormitory

Dorothy
Greenough
Dresses
and
Accessories
32 E. Market

Rhinebeck

room. Griffiths repeats his wil-l gistration fee and will be relingness to abide by any ad-~ quired to wear a tag certifying
ministration decision (an admir- their registration.
able although not necessarily
In order to register a pet, the
moral position). As for the ad- individual student will be reministration, Mrsl Sugatt voic- sponsible for seeing that the
ed her opinion that allowing animal has had a complete serpets on campus even under ies of innoculations and a vetstrict control would create as erinary certificate of good
many problems as it would health. These requirements for
solve and stated that she would registration will jump the initial
neither support or oppose the cost of registration to between
new regulations proposed by an $10 and $15. Hopefully, this will
HPC subcommittee.
insure that only those seriously
This committee, chaired by concerned over the welfare of
Bill Bump and members Nick their pets will go to the exHilton, Alan Koehler, Susan pense of registering it.
Individuals will be wholly
lee and David Mydans has presented the administration with responsible for their pets, inthe proposals outlined below: cluding injury and damage to
All pets not kept perman.:. other students and/or their
ently in cages, i.e. dogs, cats, property.
As of Friday morning there
etc. will be subject to a $5 rewere 151 signatures on the petition in Hegeman outside the
coffee shop supporting a change
RHINEBECK
in the present school regulations
concerning pets.
PHARMACY
On Monday, October 9 the
INC.
H.P.C. Subcommittee on the
D. W. SCHERMERHORN
pets problem will meet with
the Administration. The pro19 East Market Street
posals for registration will be
Rhinebeck, N.Y.
considered.
TR 6-3561
The results of this meeting
will be announced at •the Tuesday night H.P.C. meeting.
Candies hJ•
Fanny Farmer
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OCTOBER 10, 1967
ernment and basic sociology.
This, compounded by his incoherent literary style, make
any exact criticism useless.
No one could ever enlighten
Mr. Murray; Mr. Murray's God
will never tolerate his ignorance. He is already in his own
Hell.
My plea to the staff of Ecclesia et Collegium is to develop an editorial policy which is
coherent and of a higher standard. Bard can always use another journal. Why not make this
one a significant contribution
to the community?
Dana Haussamen
Oct. 8, 1967

ment Committee will present a
concert of gospel music by The
Garden State Choir, Atlantic
recording artists.
In addition to making records
the choir has given many concerts throughout the U. S. and
has appeared in Central Park,
this past summer, on the same
bill with the Byrds.
For the benefit of those Bardians who are not familiar with
gospel music, Dave Rosenthal,
co-chairman of the Entertainment Committee has issued the
following:
"Gospel music is at the root
of a great deal of popular music especially rhythm a n d
blues. If you have some idea
that this will be a church choir,
~
put it out of your mind. Come
prepared for electric guitars,
7\f•
electric bass, electric piano, and
1
a lot of excitement."
The show begins at 8:30 in
This Saturday, the Entertain- I the gym.

sz•ng
Sa t • 'zght

Gosrnel

THE THEATRE
OF THE DEAF
,.RICHES FOR THE HEARING ...The The·
atre of the Deat' was both a moving and
exciting experience ... OPENED UP NEW
HORIZONS." -JACK GOULD, N. Y. TIMES

(Continued from Pa.ge Three)

The Browse-Around Sl1op

.

To The Editors:
Ecclesia et Collegium., "An
Independent Journal of Opinion," has always had the lowest
• Antiques •
literary quality of any publication on campus. Even the GadThree Rooms of Odds and Ends
fly, despite its creative interpretation of th efacts, signifiNext Door to the Gt·and Union
can · iv invnlved the community
in i• :; hilan'!!latcry editorializRed Hook, N.Y.
ing.
Ecclesia et Collegium is not
a coherent journal. It will publish anything that mentions
God, including the worst poetry
I have ever read.
The most shocking example
is Paul Murray's essay in the
current issue. That Mr. Murray
is an elitist, a racist and a reacImported Cheeses • Cold Cuts
tionary are his own problems;
he has a right to his own opinSalads •
Delicacies
ions. But how can Mr. Murray
presume to write about Black
Cold Beverages, etc. and Pizza
Power and exhibit his total ignorance on the subject to the
(Opposite the Bank) entire Bard Community? Mr.
29 W. Market Street
Murray's essay reflects incredible naivete in concepts of gov-

RED HOOK DELICATESSEN

First N,ational Bank of Red Hook

C. J. Stocke11herg
HARDWARE

Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Traveler's Checks
Drive-In Banking

RED HOOK
Phone PL 8-2791

•

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
LIGHT BULBS
TOOLS- PAINTS
FLASHLIGHTS
BATTERIES

in

A SPECTACULAR EVENING OF FOUR PLAYS
''THE MAN WITH THE HEART IN THE HIGHLANDS"
by William Saroyan

"THE TALE OF KASANE"
A Kabuki Play by Tsurauya Nomboku

"'!'YGER! TYGER! AND OTHER BURNINGS"
William Blake, Lewis Carroll, and others

"GIANNI SCHICQil"
A Com media del' Arte Farce

AT BARD

OCT. 16

GYM

To lear!l tha t~eaning of

Come to the Airport with

S5

That's all you need to take our very Special
Introductory Fiight Lesson.
With a government-rated flight instructor
you'll fly in a modern low wing Piper Cherokee.
You'll handle the controls. You'll quickly
see that ftf means fun to fly:
Flying's the most fun when
you fly Piper Cherokee,
the one plane with
"total handling ease."

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Tel. PL 8-2311

COMPLETE

AUTO BODY SERVICE

IT'S
PIPER

Foreign and Domestic
TAKING PRIDE
IN PRECISION
COLLISION
REPAIRS

Smith Motors

RIKERT'S auto body
Rt. 9 North • TR 6-4740

Inc.

Rhinebeck

TIME!

Pride of craftsmanship
inspires every one of our
mechanics
to
proceed
with precision on every
job of auto repair. Their
skill makes a big difference . . . in your favor!

. 24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
•

~tun·IO·IIJ~

Phone PL 8-1500
Route 9, Red Hook, N.Y.

PIPER CITY
fLYING SERVICE
PIPER CITY AIRPORT

PIPER SALES AND SERVICE

STARK- TATOR

SKYPARK
RT. 199,

RED

AIRPORT
HOOK

PL. 8-4021

